
  

Engineered Flooring Line
For Sale



  

The Opportunity

IK World Trading Company Ltd is selling its engineered 
flooring line. This line was operational from about 1998 
to 2002, producing up to 10,000 sq feet per day for the 
Japanese flooring market. The factory was closed down 
due to a slowdown in the Japanese economy and a 
cancellation of orders from buyers in Japan. The 
domestic market in Canada at that time was not large 
for engineered flooring and the company put the 
equipment into storage and focused on their Lexus 
wood parts production



  

The Situation

The equipment is all in good operating condition and can be 
inspected. All equipment was brought up to Canadian 
Electrical standards, which are the highest in the world. All 
the machines are high quality, name brand items from 
Japan, USA and Europe. Although a few are older now, they 
have not been used for 20 years, have little wear and tear 
and are ready to be set up quickly and to run efficiently. 
Replacement value on these machines would probably be 
at least $1.2 million and would take a year to be 
manufactured and delivered. This line was well engineered 
and was run by 5 employees, so it is very efficient from a 
labour standpoint. 



  

The Process

The face and backing for the flooring was a thick veneer, either 
sliced or rotary peeled. It would be cut to width with Capital or 
Ruckle Veneer Clipper and spliced into 4 ft wide sheets with the 
2 Diehl splicers. The plywood would be run through a Black 
Brothers 50 inch 2 sided glue spreader and then the face and 
back would be applied to the plywood and then placed into the 
High Pressure Sennerskov Hot Press, model GLP-1.5H-51224-1-
8-EW, with a 51 inch x 18 ft capacity. Once pressed, they would 
cure for 24 hours. Then they would be run through an end 
trimming unit and then sent to the Kikukawa SRD-48 ripsaw. If a 
backing relief cut was required, the Kikukawa also has a crosscut 
saw that could do that. In that case, the pieces would be relief cut 
first, and then run through the Kikukawa ripsaw to be cut to 
width.



  

The Process

After ripping, the pieces would be sent through the Yashuda 
 side moulding machine and then through the Yashuda 
Double End Tenonor. The heavy duty 2 head Cemco sander 
would either sand the flooring before the ripping process as 
complete sheets, or at the end as fully machined flooring, 
depending on the species and customer requirements. 
When the plant was in operation, there was a wood hog to 
dispose of the waste and a large dust collector, which are 
no longer available. But both items are easily replaced.



  

The line was running 4 ft by 
4 ft plywood cores. All of the 
equipment can handle 8 ft 
lengths, with the possible 
exception of a transfer 
station that would turn the 
pieces 90 degrees after the 
end trimming station. That is 
not a major item to adapt or 
replace.



  

The Press

The largest, most 
expensive machine is 
the Sennerskov press. 
It is a high pressure hot 
press that can also be 
used to make plywood. 
It is a top of the line 
machine that is very 
heavy duty and built to 
last. 



  

Veneer Splicers

The veneer equipment 
includes 2 Diehl splicers and 
a Diehl feed thru jointer that 
handles bulk lots of veneer 
to help straighten them when 
required. There is a Capital 
Machine Company and a 
Ruckle veneer clipper to help 
prep the veneer.



  

The Clippers



  

The Glue Spreader

The glue spreader is a 
50 inch top and bottom 
Black Brothers, with 2 
new heads for back up. 
Black Brothers is the 
number 1 brand in glue 
spreaders in North 
America



  

The Sander

The sander is a heavy 
duty Cemco, 2 head 52 
inch wide sander. 



  

Moulder & End Maatcher

The moulder and end matcher 
are both Yashude Double End 
Tenoners, and were considered 
top of the line by the Japanese 
partners who set up the line.



  

The Ripsaw

The multi-rip and 
crosscut saw is a 
Kikukawa, purchased 
new in 1999 and is a 
well known brand.



  

There are a large 
amount of conveyors 
and transfer equipment, 
designed so that there 
is minimal handling and 
reduces the labour 
required.

Material Handling



  

Equipment Condition

The Giben beam saw that was used to cut the plywood to 
size is a well know brand name. It has minor importance to 
the operation, but it is efficient and practical.

The machines all appear to be in very good condition. There 
are no visible signs of rust or damage. The location was 
temperature controlled and the location was secure. Any 
machine that has been disconnected, moved and then sat 
for 20 years may require some maintenance to restart. But 
this should be a very minor issue and part of normal 
maintenance procedures and set up.



  

Support and Opportunity

The former plant manager is willing to be a part time 
consultant to help explain the operation and restart the plant 
in Ontario, Canada. He could be helpful for anyone that 
wishes to set the plant up elsewhere, even if he will not 
travel there.

What this equipment offers is a chance to quickly set up a 
very efficient operation producing high quality engineered 
flooring. It was engineered to have very low labour costs. 
The machinery is heavy duty and low tech, which means 
low repair costs and down time. And new machines would 
cost 4 times as much and take a year to be delivered. This 
is GREAT VALUE!



  

The Price

Price: US$315,000. Ex Works, approx 1 hour 
northwest of Toronto, ON, Canada. 

Potential buyers welcome to visit and inspect.

Machines could be loaded within a week of an 
agreement and payment conditions met
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